Hurricane Community has created a platform that will finally allow great new projects to rapidly connect
with experienced industry players, benefiting our network of skilled professionals, and rewarding
$Hurricane Holders.
The Hurricane hub will help new projects to launch their activity on crypto landscape, using 3 main
elements:
1. Talent Pool
2. Task Pool
3. Investors
These 3 element will create the possibility to launch our “project pool”, where Hurricane holders can
enjoy on the making of new Tokens.
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Talent pool – contain talent DNA’s, classified by occupation.
Task Pool – Tasks from different projects.
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Service transaction – 15% tax for transaction (made in BNB), 50% go to expanses, 50% go back
to holders.
Project Pool – will contain project we as a board accepted, then divided into tasks need to be
done to make the project happened, the sum of tasks will create the project needed funds to
raise from our community.
Hurricanes: as a Hurricane holder, 2 main benefits.
1. Token price increase from platform activity.
2. The ability to invest and participate on pre-launch of new projects, reducing risk, and create
real investment opportunity.

New startup projects can apply for a Hurricane Hub partnership by follow our new project process
application. Once vetted and approved for access to our PROJACT POOL, they can directly engage
Hurricanes TALENT POOL and marketing networks for achieve their tasks.
Each project will allocate a pre-determined % of their pending native tokens to Hurricane Holders, and
these will be distributed through air drops and offered to $Hurricane Community members through prelaunch private token sale. Concurrently, skilled individuals who hold $Hurricane and are looking to
engage with projects in block chain technology can identify desirable projects through our HUB.
Professionals wishing to register their availability will required to hold a certain amount of $Hurricane
tokens to access then work and build their profile. We are building a system to verify and share Talent
Profiles which take the form of a professional CV integrating ratings, review send your project
experience portfolio. Workers who have dreamed of the day they could finally take charge of their own
financial freedom (and say no to un-rewarded over time!) know they are working to directly impact the
success of the project; and in return, project success appreciates the value of their tokens.
Finally, as we head for mass adoption, quality on boarding education and support will experience
exploding demand. Hurricane Academy will introduce and guide this influx of new participants, creating
a win-win for both new bias and $Hurricane Holders. Based on the amount of $Hurricane held by the
entrant, the platform will grant tiered access to a variety of resources, community support and training
programmers. While our marketing outreach wild raw the crypto-curious in our advantage and
prosperous Community support will encourage them to stay.

In a nutshell, our team and community has finally found a way to facilitate new projects into the Crypto
space without un-reliable or costly intermedia resources multimillion dollar budgets. We aim to provide
every qualified project and skilled professional the equal opportunity to participate and thrive through

our token economy. As we onboard new projects, connect professionals to projects, and introduce new
users to this space, $Hurricane increase in usage and therefore value. And because individuals
effectively become shareholders in the entire Hurricane ecosystem, they necessarily have the project’s
best interests in mind. The Hurricane Team and Community stands firmly in alignment with the core
crypto valuesofdecentralisationandthepowerofmutualbenefittomotivateethical behavior. We aspire to
help everyone who comes into this space with great ideas, valuable skills, or a desire to learn and grow.
Join Hurricane to support and benefit from truly life changing financial independence no matter where
you are around the globe. Hurricane: by community, for community. Always.

